Metabolic toxicity of the heart: insights from molecular imaging.
There is convincing evidence that alterations in myocardial substrate use play an important role in the normal and diseased heart. In this review, insights gained by using quantitative molecular imaging by positron emission tomography and magnetic resonance spectroscopy in the study of human myocardial metabolism will be discussed, and attention will be paid to the effects of nutrition, gender, aging, obesity, diabetes, cardiac hypertrophy, ischemia, and heart failure. The heart is an omnivore organ, relying on metabolic flexibility, which is compromised by the occurrence of defects in coronary flow reserve, insulin-mediated glucose disposal, and metabolic-mechanical coupling. Obesity, diabetes, and ischemic cardiomyopathy appear as states of high uptake and oxidation of fatty acids, that compromise the ability to utilize glucose under stimulated conditions, and lead to misuse of energy and oxygen, disturbing mechanical efficiency. Idiopathic heart failure is a complex disease frequently coexisting with diabetes, insulin resistance and hypertension, in which the end stage of metabolic toxicity manifests as severe mitochondrial disturbance, inability to utilize fatty acids, and ATP depletion. The current literature provides evidence that the primary events in the metabolic cascade outlined may originate in extra-cardiac organs, since fatty acid, glucose levels, and insulin action are mostly controlled by adipose tissue, skeletal muscle and liver, and that a broader vision of organ cross-talk may further our understanding of the primary and the adaptive events involved in metabolic heart toxicity.